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A playful token, a tasty potential. 
Sweeten your portfolio today!
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#CryptoCharm



Green Paper
Ms $Green Token
The Sweetest Ride in Crypto.



Before we dive into the vibrant world of Ms $Green Token, it's crucial 
to set the stage with absolute clarity. While our narrative is a heartfelt 
tribute to the iconic Green M&M, we want to emphasize that our 
community-driven endeavor is an independent and enthusiastic 
celebration of her endearing persona.

We are ardent admirers and dedicated aficionados of Green, the We are ardent admirers and dedicated aficionados of Green, the 
charming figure that has captured hearts around the world. Our 
intention is to create a captivating saga that showcases the passion 
and devotion of a community that fervently wishes to see Green 
M&M bask in the spotlight of the memeverse.

However, it is important to note that Ms $Green Token and its However, it is important to note that Ms $Green Token and its 
associated community are in no way officially affiliated with, 
endorsed by, or linked to the original Green M&M or any associated 
entities. Our initiative is a collaborative effort to weave a tapestry of 
creativity, laughter, and innovation, paying homage to the whimsical 
spirit that has brought smiles to countless faces around the world.

As you embark on this journey, we invite you to join us in As you embark on this journey, we invite you to join us in 
celebrating Green's legacy, and the grand entrance into the realm of 
cryptocurrency. The pages ahead unfold a story that is driven by a 
shared love for humor, camaraderie, and a dash of digital magic.

Ms $Green promises nothing, not even a financial return or financial 
advice to anyone, it is just a fiction for entertainment purposes only.

Welcome to a realm where Ms $Green's spirit shines bright, and Welcome to a realm where Ms $Green's spirit shines bright, and 
where the $Green community thrives with the intention of adding a 
playful touch to the world of crypto.

The Enchanting Tale
of Ms $Green token.

Disclaimer



Abstract
Buckle up, crypto degens! Get ready for a sugar 
rush as we introduce you to the irresistible world of 
Ms $Green. While our token won't actually boost 
your love life, it sure knows how to spice up your 

portfolio!

$GREEN



Introduction

$GREEN

In a world where chocolate dreams and vibrant fantasies converge, 
there exists a confectionery legend that transcends taste and 
tantalizes the imagination. Allow us to pull back the curtain.

PPicture a candy-coated realm where a vivacious spirit, clad in an 
ever-so-tempting shade of green, comes to life. Born from the 
whims of creativity and nurtured by the passion of a meme-loving 
community, Ms $Green emerged as more than just a sugary delight. 
She became a symbol of laughter, an embodiment of joy, and an 
enigmatic force that tickled funny bones across the digital cosmos.

ThisThis is a portal to a world where Ms $Green's mischievous charm, 
intimidation and managerial skill meets the boundless potential of 
meme innovation. As we weave the colorful threads of her 
enchanting journey – from the inception of a legendary character 
to the birth of a revolution. Every pixel tells a story, and Ms $Green's 
narrative is one that dances between bytes and belly laughs.

DeDegens and connoisseurs of whimsy, the chronicle of Ms $Green's 
evolution from a sugary icon to the beating heart of a digital 
phenomenon is a universe where laughter mingles with blockchain 
brilliance, tokens collide, Ms $Green takes center stage, and desired 
by all.

 The Ms $Green Token
 Ms $Green Token



Tokenomics

$GREEN

Token Presale Price
$0.0000011

Total Supply:
700,000,000,000

20% Burnt  

50% presale

115% Liquid Supply

10% aggressive marketing

9% Team - 15 month locked

5% Airdrop

11% community reward



Your Crypto Candy Jar
Melt-Proof Security

$GREEN

Rest assured, our blockchain wrapper keeps your 
$Green Tokens safe and sound. Our smart contracts are 

as solid as the shell of a candy-coated treat.



Roadmap

$GREEN



Conclusion
Savor The Flavour


